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Peres et al. comment [1] that in our recent work on
graphite [2] we get spin-1 collective (spin-1 zero sound)
mode only when we use, in addition to ‘random phase
approximation’ (RPA), another approximation.
To justify our method and also clarify the issue in-
volved, particularly at low energies, we discuss our
spin-1 zero sound in a fermi liquid theory framework
[3] and emphasize an important aspect of Landau’s zero
sound collective mode analysis. One calculates the two
particle forward scattering amplitude defined by Landau
Γ(p1, p2; k) by focusing on the singularity in the zero
sound channel. Most importantly, as emphasized by Lan-
dau [4] one considers intermediate states in which the
number of ‘quasi-particles’ are not changed. The RPA
susceptibility we have computed in our approximation
precisely corresponds to a bubble sum of such a process,
where the quasi-particle number is conserved in the in-
termediate states.
To elaborate this point we write the ‘bare’ Hubbard
Hamiltonian for the ideal graphene sheet in terms of the
conduction band electron (e′s) and valence band hole
(h’s) operators with positive energies:
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are complex form factors, |γ| ∼ 1. Hubbard interac-
tion terms describe various two body processes: electron-
electron, hole-hole, electron-hole scattering, electron de-
cay, vacuum polarization etc. The second line of eqn.(1),
e†eh†h is the one important for us - it represents scat-
tering between a real electron and a real hole. The term
e†e†h†h† of the third line corresponds to spontaneous cre-
ation of two electron-hole pairs out of the vacuum and
the second term e†eh†e† represents decay of a real elec-
tron into an electron and electron-hole pair. That is, all
terms contained in the third line are either processes that
renormalize the vacuum or dress the quasi-particles. At
the end, if a fermi liquid state is formed, one has ‘stable’
low energy renormalized quasi particles that neither
feel the vacuum polarization processes nor polar-
ize the vacuum. In a renormalization group sense, the
γ(2), γ(3) etc. terms of eqn.(1) are expected to renormal-
ize to zero, as one approaches a fermi liquid fixed point.
For our analysis of spin-1 zero sound in graphite, assumed
to be a fermi liquid, we are essentially left with the γ(1)
term with a renormalized U˜ > 0. That is, one low energy
electron and one hole quasi-particle repeatedly scatter, in
a renormalized frozen fermi liquid vacuum, without
intervention of any additional quasi-particles in the in-
termediate state, in the way described by Landau. This
leads to our simple susceptibility expression [2]
χ(q, ω) =
χ0(q, ω)
1− U˜χ0(q, ω)
(2)
that has poles corresponding to our predicted spin-1 col-
lective mode branch, below the particle-hole continuum.
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FIG. 1. A diagram that is contained in Peres et al.’s bubble
summation. Intermediate state A is a 1-electron and 1-hole
state; B is a 3-electron and 3-hole state. At low energies, in a
Landau theory such diagrams with more than 1-electron and
1-hole in the intermediate states do not exist, because Uγ(2)
is renormalized to zero/low values.
Peres et al., have, on the other hand, calculated a ‘2-
sub lattice susceptibility tensor’, which uses the full un-
renormalized Hubbard interaction terms [lines 2,3 and 4
in eqn.(1)] in their bubble summation procedure. When
converted into a physically more transparent valence and
conduction bond quasi-particle basis of our fermi liq-
uid state, Peres et al.’s susceptibility contains diagrams
in which intermediate states have higher quasi-particle
numbers (an example is shown in figure 1). Once we iso-
late and remove these processes from their bubble
summation, we recover our fermi liquid result (equation
2) and a full spin-1 collective mode branch emerges from
the bottom of the particle-hole continuum.
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